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U.S. Naval Forces Europe-Africa and Moroccan Visitors
Embark Truman: April 25, 2018, The Royal Moroccan Navy
frigate Mohammed VI sails in formation with the aircraft
carrier USS Harry S. Truman (CVN 75) during exercise
Lightning Handshake on April 25, 2018. Commander, U.S.
Naval Forces Europe-Africa; Commander, Allied Joint Force
Command Naples, Italy, Adm. James G. Foggo III and senior
members of the Moroccan military visited USS Harry S.
Truman (CVN 75) on April 26. (navy.mil)
Truman Transits Strait of Gibraltar, Enters Mediterranean
Sea 27 April 2018, USS Harry S Truman (CVN 75), the
Carrier Strike Group EIGHT (CSG-8) flag ship, passed
through the Strait of Gibraltar and entered the
Mediterranean Sea. Truman's Commanding Officer, Capt.
Nicholas Dienna said “Entering the Western
Mediterranean enhances our ability to support national
and regional missions in the Sixth Fleet area of
responsibility” (navy.mil)
USS Iwo Jima (LHD 7), Oak Hill (LSD 51) arrive in Jordan
for exercise Eager Lion 2018 17 April 2018, US Navy
amphibious assault ship USS Iwo Jima (LHD 7) and dock
landing ship USS Oak Hill (LSD 51) arrived in Aqaba, Jordan
on Sunday, April 15, ahead of the start of the joint USJordanian exercise Eager Lion 2018. The two ships arrived
with components of the 26th Marine Expeditionary Unit
for an exercise which will see 1,500 sailors and 1,800
embarked marines improve their collective ability to plan
and project presence in a coalition environment over the
next 11 days (26 April 2018). (navaltoday)
Russian Firing Exercise 29 April 2018. Russian Navy
Exercise & rocket test firings in the Mediterranean Sea,
check NOTAM A0308/16 and A0310/16 for route closures
(Twitter: @flightsv)
Russia, Turkey, Iran emphasise unity in brokering Syria
peace 29 April 2018. Russian, Iranian and Turkish foreign
ministers yesterday talked up their successes in brokering
a political solution to the Syrian conflict at a meeting in
Moscow. Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said the
three countries “must help the Syrians finish cleansing
their country of terrorists”. The next Syria talks in Astana
are set for May 14. (straitstimes)

Mediterranean Sea CRISIS WATCH
(23-29 APR 18)

Assessment:
US Naval activities and especially the entrance of Truman Strike Group with his unorthodox number of warships and Iwo
Jima Amphibious Assault Group stationed close to EMED is a show of deterrence while Russia seems to heal the wound
of the previous Air Strikes with feeding the Syrian Defence with S-300 missile systems. Besides RF responds by showing
her naval presence by live firing and keeping periodic exercise area declarations which cover more extended zones and
relatively long period of times in EMED that also minimize the west powers' manoeuvre scheme.
The Aegean Sea is still submitted thin ice environment for Greece and Turkey relations. Due to the general elections
on 24 June 2018 (Normal declared date was Nov 2019), domestic political tension in Turkey has potential adverse
repercussion at the Aegean Sea. Greek soldiers in Turkish jail has become a national problem in their motherland. While
Greek Politician tries to find a way to get the soldiers back, there shouldn’t be an easy solution expected in the short
run.; This issue will be kept ready to be cooked during the election preparation period besides other Aegean originated
problems, which are determined as an efficient catalyst for getting nationalist votes in favour. In the worst case scenario,
in which the election indicators forecast a defeat, serious problems may be created in the Aegean to cancel elections.

6.

Turkish court rejects appeal for release of Greece's spy
soldiers 25 April 2018, A court in the border city of Edirne
rejected yesterday (24 April 2018) lawyers' appeal for the
release of two Greek soldiers arrested last month on
espionage charges after they crossed into the Turkish side
of the border.
7. EU’s Juncker says Turkey must release two Greek soldiers
26 April 2018, Turkey must release two Greek soldiers
detained in March on Turkish territory, EU Commission
President Jean Claude Juncker said on Thursday during a
visit to Athens. On April 25, the soldiers’ lawyers appealed
to the Edirne 1st Criminal Court of Peace. After hearing
their arguments, the court rejected their appeal and
decided to continue the detention of Lt. Aggelos
Mitredotis and noncommissioned officer Dimitros
Kouklatzis.
8. Greek politicians Statements: 22 April 2018, “The fact that
the Turkish PM Yildirim called our country’s PM Alexis
Tsipras to express his condolences on the death of the
Captain could be interpreted as an attempt to de-escalate
the tension caused by Turkey, if we didn’t have his
statements, a few days later, concerning the supposed
retreat of Greek flags by the islets. In fact, these
statements came with Turkey’s “advice” towards Greece. I
view such actions as a tactical manoeuvre which does not
resolve the tension existing in our relations. Such tension
could transform one of its usual actions to a “warm”
incident which, currently, doesn’t seem to be Turkey’s
choice.” 25 April 2018, “At the last Armaments Committee
meeting, due to the escalation and the crisis we face from
Turkey, with all its verbal aggression and recent events, we
asked to examine the possibility to carry out faster some of
the ongoing programmes, if needed. I would like to
conclude, before giving the floor to you, by saying once
more that the two Hellenic Armed Forces’ personnel are
currently hostages in the Turkish prison of
Andrianoupolis.” (mod.mil.gr)
9.
Meeting of the KYSEA 24 April 2018, Under the Prime
Minister, Alexis Tsipras, the Governmental Council on
Foreign Policy and National Defence (KYSEA) took place on
24 April 2018. At the meeting, the KYSEA discussed in
detail the latest developments in the Greek-Turkish
relations, the issue of the upgrading of the F-16 and
decided to activate a sub-program for the support of the C27 aircraft. (primeminister.gr)
10. Mediterranean Migrant Arrivals Reach 20,927 in 2018;
Deaths Reach 587 IOM, the UN Migration Agency, reports
that 20,927 migrants and refugees entered Europe by sea
through the first 115 days of 2018 (IOM)

Asia Pacific CRISIS WATCH
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British and French Warships in Asia Pacific: 24 APR. HMS
Albion, alongside HMS Sutherland, will be contributing to
the international efforts to monitor prohibited trading at
sea by the DPRK, which provides a major source of funding
for its illegal nuclear programme. While in the region, both
vessels will visit several ports and take part in joint
training with allies and partners, including the US, the
Republic of Korea and Japan. Additionally, HMS Argyll will
arrive in the region later in the year, when she will
participate in a Five Power Defence Arrangements
exercise with Australia, Malaysia, New Zealand and
Singapore before also travelling to North East Asia for
further joint training and exercises. Assault ship, HMS
Albion, has met with French helicopter carrier FS Dixmude
and her escort FS Surcouf (Jeanne D’Arc Task Group) in the
Java Sea in Indonesia. 40 Royal Navy and Royal Marine
personnel and two Wildcat helicopters joined the French
naval task force for a five-month mission in France before
leaving her homeport in Toulon. French Task Group came
to Asia Pacific region after carrying out its task in Middle
East. (UK Defence Journal)
US, Thailand Kick-Off Anti-Submarine Exercise Guardian
Sea: 24 APR. The U.S. Navy and Royal Thai Navy (RTN) kick
off exercise Guardian Sea in the Andaman Sea eastern
Indian Ocean. The 5-day anti-submarine and maritime
domain awareness exercise will involve cooperative
evolutions designed to enhance mutual capabilities in
anti-submarine warfare while also improving information
sharing between the two navies. The guided-missile
destroyer USS Halsey, a Los Angeles-class fast attack
submarine and a P-8 Poseidon will be participating from
the US Navy. Participating assets from the RTN include
helicopter carrier HTMS Chakri Naruebet, Khamronsinclass corvette HTMS Long Lom, Naresuan-class frigate
HTMS Taksin and HTMS Naresuan, and S-70B Seahawk
helicopter.(Naval Today)
China, Russia to Hold Joint Naval Exercise This Year: 27
APR. Spokesperson for China's Defence Ministry said that
China and Russia plan to hold a joint naval exercise in
waters near the eastern Chinese city of Qingdao this year.
The exact time, location and participating forces of the
joint exercise are being discussed by Chinese and Russian
military experts in their second round of consultation in
Russia.(China Defence Ministry)
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Assessment:
The deployment of three British and two French ships in Asia-Pacific region is strategically important. French and British ships 7.
conduct FONOPs and support US approach against China in addition to ensure maritime security in the region. However, UK
declares the purpose of the deployment as contributing to the international efforts to monitor prohibited trading at sea by the
DPRK, which provides a major source of funding for its illegal nuclear programme.
Anti-submarine exercise Guardian Sea involves enhancing mutual capabilities in anti-submarine warfare while also improving
information sharing among participants.
The first stage of the Joint Sea 2017 drills between China and Russia was held in July last year in the Baltic Sea. The second stage
of the naval manoeuvres took place in the Sea of Japan and the Sea of Okhotsk in September last year. And now, they will hold 8.
joint naval exercises dubbed Joint Sea 2018 in the Yellow Sea to give a message by showing of strength. China is concerned about
the increased numbers of warships from Europa and Australia that support FONOPs and US approach in South China Sea.
Additionally, the exercise with Russia in the region can be evaluated in terms of the answer to the FONOPs.
Multilateral Naval Exercise Komodo 2018 includes such subjects as damage control, aerial photography, joint search and rescue,
replenishment-at-sea, inspection and expelling, maritime interception and sailing pass.
Russian Defence Ministry released the camera records of firing exercise in Japan Sea to show of naval strength. Russia has fired
Bazalt cruise missiles against a sea shield simulating an enemy warship according to the camera records.
The exercise between Japan and UK has been designed to strengthen the cooperation between the Royal Navy and the
Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Force. The training was also apparently aimed at continuing pressure on North Korea.
The US Navy operations last week were part of routine and regularly scheduled patrols. The port visits by US warships
strengthen alliances, partnerships, and multilateral cooperation throughout the Indo-Pacific region.

Multilateral Naval Exercise Komodo 2018: 26 APR. A
Chinese naval fleet consisting of guided-missile
destroyer Changsha and guided-missile frigate Liuzhou
set sail for Indonesia from a military port in Sanya to
participate in the Multilateral Naval Exercise Komodo
2018, with a ship-borne helicopter and hundreds of
officers and soldiers. The Komodo 2018 multilateral
naval exercise will be hosted by the Indonesian Navy
from May 3 to 9 in Pulau Lombok Island of Indonesia
and nearby waters. 50 ships, 14 helicopters and 15
fixed-wing aircraft from navies of 25 countries including
China, the US, Russia, France, the UK and Indonesia will
participate in the exercise. (China Defence Ministry)
Russian Pacific Fleet Conducts Firing Exercise at the Sea
of Japan: 24 APR. Russian Pacific fleet took part in firing
exercises at the Sea of Japan. The exercise of the Russian
Pacific fleet started on April 20 and it has involved up to
30 battle ships and 20 navy jets and helicopters. The
joint firing drill involved large antisubmarine ships RFS
Admiral Tributs and RFS Admiral Vinogradov along with
a guided missile cruiser RFS Varyag. (Press TV)
Japanese and Royal Navy Conduct Joint Exercise in
waters off Kanto: 29 APR. Vessels and aircraft of the
Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Force (MSDF) and the
Royal Navy participated in their first joint exercise in the
sea off the Kanto region on April 27 and 28. The MSDF
dispatched the destroyer Suzunami, the resupply vessel
Tokiwa, P-1 patrol aircraft and submarines while the
Royal Navy assigned the frigate Sutherland.(Asahi)
Japanese Amphibious Ship JS Osumi Arrives in Manila:
27 APR. JMSDF tank landing ship JS Osumi (LST-4001)
has arrived in Manila for a 3-day goodwill visit. This is
the third visit of a JMSDF ship in the Philippines this
year. The first JMSDF ship, JS Amagiri, visited the
country in February and the second, JS Akizuki, two
weeks ago. (Naval Today)
US Navy Activities in Asia Pacific: 27 APR. U.S and
partner nation service members participating in Pacific
Partnership 2018 arrived in Trincomalee, Sri Lanka
aboard the U.S. Navy hospital ship USNS Mercy (T-AH
19), April 25. The mission in Trincomalee will continue
through May 8. USNS Mercy made previous stops in the
2018 mission in Bengkulu, Indonesia and Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia. After departing Sri Lanka, USNS Mercy will
make mission stops in Vietnam and Japan. The
amphibious assault ship USS Wasp (LHD 1) returned to
Sasebo, April 26, after nearly two months of operations
in the Indo-Pacific with the 31st Marine Expeditionary
Unit (MEU). (C7F)

Black Sea CRISIS WATCH
1.

Ukraine Asks IMO not to Recognize Illegal Russian
Actions in Black Sea near Crimea: 24 April 2018. Ukraine
asked the member countries of the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) not to recognize Russia’s taking over
the responsibility on international shipping in the marine
areas adjacent to the Crimean peninsula. The EU
countries, Canada, Georgia, Norway and the United States
have condemned the illegal annexation of Crimea by the
Russian Federation and once again called upon the IMO
Member States to remain committed to fully implement
policy of non-recognition of the illegal annexation of the
Autonomous Republic of Crimea and the city of
Sevastopol. After Russia annexed Crimea, the Ukrainian
law has been forbidding foreign vessels the entrance into
Crimean ports, considering it also as the violation of
the international legal framework. Such actions even
impose criminal responsibility in the crews of respective
ships. (112.International)

2.

Kyiv to Ban All Russian Vessels from Entering Ukraine's
Inland Waters: 24 April 2018. After the incident with
the "Nord" vessel, ships from Russia may lose the right to
visit Ukraine. Kyiv cited "the high level of terrorist threats"
as its justification. The Ministry of Infrastructure of Ukraine
has proposed to close the entrance of the inland waters to
all Russian vessels, Deputy Infrastructure Minister Yuriy
Lavrenyuk said. The Ministry wants this proposal to be
considered by the National Security and Defense Council.
According to Lavrenyuk, it is unacceptable for Russian
ships to be sailing the rivers of Ukraine where "the
facilities of critical infrastructure are located.“ The Crimean
vessel "Nord" was detained in the Azov Sea earlier this
year for encroaching on Ukrainian waters. Ukraine has
imposed arrest on the fishing vessel. Its Captain was
arrested but later released on bail. (UAWire)

(23-29 APR 18)

Assessment:
- Ukraine’s Crimea related sanctions currently forbid Russian maritime companies trading with Russia annexed Crimea to
enter Ukrainian ports. Ukraine’s ban on the ships entering Crimea might cause them to choose between two options for
trade: Russia annexed Crimea or Ukraine. It’s a severe sanction that severely threatens the maritime trade of Crimea since
private maritime companies that conduct trading with both regions would probably prefer the more significant Ukraine
offering a lot more options rather than relatively small Crimea. However, the sanction could be even more effective regarding
its purpose if it’s applied by other IMO members who condemn the illegal annexation of Crimea, too.
- The ban related with the use of inland waters is assessed to be devised for restricting Russian vessels from trading not only
with Ukraine but also with Moldova because Moldova’s only international port is accessed through a Ukrainian inland
waterway. Note that, this new ban is more comprehensive that it would include all Russian vessels no matter they trade with
Crimea or not.
- NATO’s Black Sea Air Policing Mission to be conducted by UK forces shows NATO’s assurance to defend its allies and
partners in the Black Sea region.

3.

RAF Typhoons Return to Black Sea NATO Mission: 24
April 2018. UK Royal Air Forces’ (RAF) Typhoons have
returned to Romania to continue their role from May
1 - August 31, 2018 in NATO's enhanced Air Policing
mission helping to secure NATO airspace in the Black
Sea region. Last time they were in Romania at the
same period of the year. Four aircraft will be used by a
detachment of 150 troops, pilots and technical staff
alongside MiG-21 Lancer aircraft and troops of the
Romanian Air Forces. (defense-aerospace.com)
(stiripesurse.ro)

Horn of Africa CRISIS WATCH
(23-29 APR 18)
1.

CMF and EU NAVFOR Welcomes International Delegates to
42nd SHADE Conference: 26 APR. The Combined Maritime
Forces (CMF) co-chaired the 42nd Shared Awareness and Deconfliction (SHADE) conference in Bahrain alongside EU
NAVFOR. Over 110 people attended the conference
including representatives from maritime shipping partners
alongside the independent maritime naval force
representatives from Russia, China and India. The SHADE
conference occurs twice yearly in the Kingdom of Bahrain
with chair responsibilities rotating between CMF and EU
NAVFOR. The 43rd SHADE is planned for the end of 2018.
The independent deployers Russia, China and India, each
nation declared their intent to remain firm partners in
maritime security operations in the region and whilst their
specific mandates differed, they shared a common goal – the
free flow of commerce. (CMF)

Assessment:
The delegates in SHADE Conference have had the chance to discuss and understand issues surrounding maritime security
in the region and to ensure de-confliction between navies when conducting operations. A diversification of threats in recent
years including piracy, terrorism and narcotic smuggling has seen a need for all maritime agencies to work more closely to
ensure maritime security.
Spanish and other EU countries' warships will continue maintaining an ongoing presence in the region to protect World
Food Program, AMISOM, and other vulnerable shipping by deterring and disrupting pirate activities in Gulf of Aden, Somalia
Basin and Indian Ocean. The ships will keep the collective effort in order to ensure the maritime security that requires
effective cooperation, collaboration and coordination with local and international partners in the region.
The maritime assets, the maritime security authorities and the necessary mechanisms to ensure maritime security,
particularly within territorial waters and ports, have been tested and have been developed new methods during the
exercise considering the negative developments in the neighbouring country Yemen.

2.

ESPS PATIÑO Hands Over Counter-Piracy Duties to ESPS
METEORO: 24 APR. As a replenishment oiler of the
Spanish Navy, ESPS Patiño has been patrolling around the
Horn of Africa and the Gulf of Aden since joining EU
NAVFOR in December 2017. ESPS Patiño has provided a
steady stream of fuel, water and supplies to regional
partners, including warships from EU NAVFOR and
Combined Maritime Forces (CMF). ESPS Patiño has handed
over its counter-piracy duties to Spanish warship ESPS
Meteoro and has left the Somali Basin and is underway to
homeport in Spain following a successful five months as
part of the Operation Atalanta counter-piracy operation.
ESPS Meteoro is a multi-role oceanic patrol boat. (EU
NAVFOR)

3.

Maritime Security Exercise held in Arabian Sea with
Oman and US Forces:: 27 APR. The Maritime Security
Centre carried out the Maritime Security Exercise 2018,
which took place in Al Duqm area in the Omani Territorial
Waters (Arabian Sea), with the participation of a number
of corps of the Sultan’s Armed Forces (SAF) and other
security services, with the participation of forces from the
US between 22 and 26 April. The objective of the exercise
is to coordinate and unify the efforts and complementary
work of all concerned parties to combat maritime security
threats and ensure the safety of maritime shipping lines.
The course of the exercise events and plans of
implementation have been set to achieve the targeted
national objectives and in accordance with the duties
assigned to the participating military and security
institutions and agencies. (Oman Observer)

Caspian Sea CRISIS WATCH
(23-29 APR 18)

1. President Aliyev Approves Memorandum with Iran on Joint
Development of Caspian Blocks

2. Caspian countries discuss agreement in the field of
transport in Ashgabat
24 April 2018. A regular meeting of authorized
representatives of the Caspian States is being held in
Ashgabat, the purpose of which is to agree on a draft
agreement on cooperation in the field of transport. The
event is attended by Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakhstan, Russia
and Turkmenistan. (Trend News Agency)

23 April 2018. Azerbaijan's President Ilham Aliyev has signed a
decree approving a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
between the Azerbaijani Energy Ministry and the Iranian Oil
Ministry on joint development of blocks in the Caspian Sea.

The memorandum was signed on March 28, 2018 in Baku.
Azerbaijan's Energy Ministry and state oil company SOCAR were
instructed to implement the Memorandum's provisions after it
takes effect. (Trend News Agency)

Assessment:
- The blocks to be developed jointly by Azerbaijan and Iran are in Alov-Araz-Sharg oil field in the Caspian Sea. However, they
are not referred openly on the state-censored media probably to avoid critics, especially on the Azerbaijan side. Alov-ArazSharg fields are undoubtedly in Azeri sector according to median line principle which is the customary delimitation principle
on the base of equity and proportionality. In July 2001, when Azerbaijan signed a contract with BP for the exploration of AlovAraz-Sharg oil field, Iran was continuing to claim the sovereignty of that field. Then, Iran sent its warships and fighter jets to
the region, and BP immediately ceased operation. Now, we don’t know what at stake was between Azerbaijan and Iran, but
agreement on the joint development of Alov-Araz-Sharg fields is apparently at the expense of Azerbaijan’s sovereign rights.
Besides, MoU on the joint development of blocks can be seen as the predecessor of the bilateral agreement between
Azerbaijan and Iran on the delimitation of their adjacent sectors in the Caspian Sea, similar to bilateral delimitation
agreements between Russia-Azerbaijan and Russia-Kazakhstan, both adopted in 2002.
.

